The program of the workshop is available at the workshop web page.  
http://euroreg-pv.fe.uni-lj.si/#program

Coming to Ljubljana with an airplane:  
Ljubljana is served by airport Jože Pučnik (LJU) with flights across Europe.

From the Airport to the city there are two routes of regular bus service. The local one takes 48 minutes, whereas the express one (Ljubljana-Bled line via highway) takes 30 minutes. The ticket price is 3.70 €. As with other inter-city public transport this is reduced by 75 % during weekends and holidays.  
Express departures from the airport: 35min past 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18  
Local from the airport at full hours: 5 - 20, weekends: 10, 14, 16, 18, 20  
Express dep. from Ljubljana (direction Bled): 30min past 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16  
Local dep. from Ljubljana: 5:00, 10min past 6 - 20, weekends: 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17  
You can check the latest timetable on the web page of Ljubljana bus station. Tickets can be purchased from the driver, at the Ljubljana station or on-line. There are also shuttle services (about 9 €), which can also be arranged to drive you to your hotel. Although you can usually drive from airport to the city even without reservation, we recommend you to reserve the transfer by phone or online. You can find contact information on the same site.  
Links given above:  
http://www.lju-airport.si/en/  
https://www.ap-ljubljana.si/en/
Coming to Ljubljana by Train or Bus:
There are various connections across the Europe. The main bus and railway stations are collocated. Shuttles from the airport (see above) also stop at the same location. Slovenia railway company is Slovenske železnice. For the international timetable you can use DB timetable, which can also be used for connections within Slovenia. You should have the ticket prior boarding. It can be purchased at a train station (recommended for international journeys), through a vending machine, on-line or via app. If the office at the departing station is closed at the time of departure you can buy the ticket from the conductor and no additional charge (for connections inside Slovenia).
There are many bus companies and timetables can be checked at Bus station Ljubljana. International tickets should be purchased at the bus station or on-line. Tickets for connection within Slovenia can also be purchased from the driver.
Links given above:
https://potniski.sz.si/en/
https://reiseauskunft.bahn.de/bin/query.exe/www.bahn.com/int-en
https://www.ap-ljubljana.si/en/

Workshop venue:
The workshop will take place at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Ljubljana, Tržaška cesta 25, Ljubljana.
Faculty site:
https://fe.uni-lj.si/en/

Moving across Ljubljana (to the workshop venue):
- by walking: in the case that your hotel is close to the venue of the workshop.
- by public transport: you can use public busses in the city. The station in front of the faculty is "Hajdrihova" with the busses number 1, 1B (direction Mestni log if going from the center), 6 (Dolgi most), 6B (Notranje Gorice) stopping at that station. To use public busses you need to buy Urbana card, which can be purchased and topped-up at the tobacco shops or Urbanomats which are spread around the city (the card itself costs 2 €). Each ride costs 1.30 € and you can change buses any number of times within 90 minutes. One card can be used by multiple persons at the same time. This should be told to bus driver prior using the card. Additional useful information: City public transport map
- by taxi: Metro taxi, Phone: 080 11 90
- by bicycle: using a city bicycle rent service bicike(lj). You can make short term (7 days) subscription to the service, which cost 1 € (plus 350 € insurance deposit, debited in case of damaging the bicycle). You can use the service by renting the bicycle using 4-digit pin code or mobile app at one renting post (locations) and then park it at any other post. To go to the conference, the appropriate station is located at Tržaška cesta 37, 200 m west from the faculty.
Key links given above:
https://www.bicikelj.si/en/home
From the workshop venue to the restaurant Pod vrbo:
Ziherlova ulica 36 (Trnovo)
- by walking: Due to close distance (1.4 km) we recommend walking. Go to the street south of the Faculty (Jamova cesta), turn left in direction of center. At fourth crossing (about 500 m) turn right to Groharjeva street (ulica). Follow it to the end (600 m) where it turns left to Barjanska road (cesta). When you cross the road, you are on Ziherlova street. After 280 m the restaurant is on the right.
- by public transport: At the crossing with Barjanska road there is station Ziherlova, served by bus 9, which runs through center and main bus/railway station. You can switch with many other buses incl. 1 and 6 at Drama (two stations away).